
Chelmsford Cricket Club 

Report for 18 August 2018 

The return to timed cricket saw three draws out of five league games on Saturday. The Sunday league 

game against Harold Wood was won by default as the visitors conceded on Sunday morning. 

The first team suffered a very bad defeat away at leaders Hornchurch. Having been inserted on a damp 

wicket a lack of application allied to good bowling in useful bowling conditions effected a slump to 56-

8. Mark Drain batted very well in making 41* and lifting the total to 130. Drain then claimed two early 

wickets in the Hornchurch reply but there were no further successes and the chase was over within 

21 overs. 

The second team won a remarkable match at home to Woodford Wells. The visitors totalled just 140 

in the face of good bowling from Liam Keaney (four for 41), Stuart Everard (three for 39) and Sheraz 

Shahid (two for 24). This total soon looked huge when Chelmsford were 15-6, but Lee Cranmer batted 

really well. He made 68 before being well caught with 17 still needed. Andrew Rodgers and Sheraz 

Shahid were unlikely batting heroes as they knocked the runs off. 

The third team were unable to force victory at home to Buckhurst Hill. Charles Garrard and Matt Cook 

made centuries in Chelmsford’s 258-5. Buckhurst Hill were never in the hunt but survived eight down 

in a frustrating session in the field. Shona Keaney, Matt Thorpe Apps and Abdul Baig claimed two 

wickets each. 

The fourth team initially struggled but recovered to post a good total of 242-7 against Old 

Southendians. James Burns cracked an excellent 82 and father Micky made 51*. Henry Pearce, with 

four for 47, claimed half of the Old Southendian wickets to fall but number four Tim Dennis held firm 

with 107* to ensure his side held on for a draw. 

The fifth team also drew, in their case at home to Belhus. Alex Bailey top scored with 70 in an innings 

where six players reached double figures, Rohan Odedra’s 54 being the other half-century in 

Chelmsford’s innings of 237-9. At one stage the visitors were looking well-set to chase this down but 

Alistair Fergus and Tanay Mukherjee claimed three wickets each and set the skids under the innings, 

Belhus ultimately playing out time on 215-7. 

The Sunday first team gained a victory by walkover as Harold Wood conceded. Time will tell as to 

whether that is sufficient to qualify for the semi-finals. 

Reports & Scores 

Saturday 11 August 

1st Team 

Shepheard Neame Essex League Premier Division 

Played at Harrow Lodge Park 

Chelmsford  130 all out  

Hornchurch  131-2 

(Hornchurch won by eight wickets) 

 

 

 



2nd Team 

Shepheard Neame Essex League Premier Division 

Played at Chelmer Park 

Woodford Wells 140 all out 

Chelmsford  141-9 

(Chelmsford won by one wicket) 

 

Drama happens in big cricket matches. But also in small cricket matches. 

"Cranmer and Rodgers finest performances" 

"In all my years, I have never seen anything like it in cricket" (Keith Goodman) 

"This match will live long in the memory of all who saw it" (Unnamed Spectator) 

"WTF just happened!"  (Another Unnamed and Dazed Spectator) 

This match was effectively a play in three Acts 

ACT ONE  Essentially setting the scene, proceeding steadily, revealing some of the players, but not yet 

quite revealing the principal lead or main supporting actors. 

ACT TWO  A stark tragi-comedy of seldom seen (thankfully) proportions. 

ACT THREE   A simply staggering spectacle of epic deeds on a journey of personal and collective 

triumph. 

ACT ONE - The First Innings 

Chelmsford win the toss and bowl despite being effectively a bowler short (Halsey commandeered by 

Sterls) 

- Keano takes first wicket 25-1.  Spinners Sheraz and Stuey bowl 28 overs off the reel taking 5-63 to 

reduce the Wells to 106-6 from 35 overs  (Sheraz 13-2-24-2)  and Stuey 15-4-39-3).  Keano returns for 

a second spell of 3-19 off 5 to finish with 13-0-41-4. Last man is caught by Cran,  Simon Evans 

contributes a smart run-out and good catch. Catches for Dutchy (2), and Sheraz.  2 stumpings for Chev. 

The Wells 140 all out off 46 overs.  Opener Gibbon 47. 

ACT TWO - The Second Innings (Part One)  

Chelmsford 15-6 after 11 overs!  I don't know whether the top 6 played badly - they just weren't 

actually in long enough to judge!  At this point your scribe was wondering whether we might actually 

lose by 100+ runs chasing 140! 

Also, round about now, enter Various Wandering Players newly returned from a mauling at 

Hornchurch. 

More than one views the scoreboard - double takes - and asks "OMG is that really the score?".   

No chaps, I just put that there for a laugh. 

ACT THREE - The Second Innings (Part Two) 

 



Cran and Simon (24) dig in  and start a resistance movement, adding 45 in 10 overs.  Stuey (11) joins 

Cran and another 18 is added in 4 overs.  78-8.  Cran 29 not out. Plenty of overs left.  Next man in is 

Andrew Rodgers making his 2nd XI debut and with only a handful of games on his CV.  And then the 

miracle really begins to blossom.  Cran deploys great skill and intelligence and masterfully manages 

the situation, farming the strike and accumulating runs when he can whilst encouraging Andrew to 

leave what he can and defend when he can't.  22 dot balls before his first run bear testimony to 

application to the task in hand.  This solitary run is his contribution to a stand of 46 in 11 overs.  

And then Cran aims to hit the ball over midwicket who has just moved in from deep-midwicket, 

miscues slightly, and is out to a good overhead catch off the returning Ashraf (5-22).  124-9, 17 still 

needed - plenty of overs left, but still a huge ask for the last pair in the circumstances.  The field closes 

in for the kill. 

Sheraz hits Ashraf for 4 after 3 dots. A dot to Andrew, then a run, an overthrow and a 'life' for Sheraz 

running like the wind for the danger end trebles the run. Sheraz defends the next 4 balls whilst 

reflecting on his good fortune.  Both batsmen take a single off Ashraf's next over. 8 runs needed. 

Sheraz plays out a maiden.  Next over Andrew contrives a single off the first ball, Sheraz defends 5 dot 

balls. 7 runs needed, Andrew on strike, the field move in even closer.  And then!  Andrew goes for a 

lofted shot, over the close ring field, which bobbles away to the midwicket boundary. 3 to win.  The 

boundary watchers stop biting their nails and erupt wildly.  Do miracles really happen?  Everyone holds 

their breath, eyes cannot be torn away  Two dot balls ramp up the tension. 

AND THEN!  a ball beats Andrew, AND the keeper!  Sheraz is off again, running like the wind, and 3 

byes are scampered to win.  Cue wild jubilation for everyone but the Wells. 

An extraordinary, thrilling and dramatic finish.  A cricket miracle at Chelmer Park!   

What odds on the victory at 15-6?, or 60-7?, or 78-8? or even 124-9? 

Sheraz (5*) and Andrew (10*) leave the field to a heroes welcome.   

Captain Cran, however, is the undoubted star of the show, Man of the Match for the second week 

running.  His 68 off 85 balls (6x4) whilst managing the recovery and fightback, especially with debutant 

Andrew, was not typically Cranmeresque, but was nevertheless disciplined and absolutely masterful. 

Afterwards, Andrew is surprisingly laid-back, but Cran is understandably absolutely 'buzzing'. 

The win moves Chelmsford into the top half of the table.  One more win and reasonable bonus points 

should  be enough to avoid relegation, especially as bottom-placed Colchester can no longer catch us. 

Two more wins will make absolutely certain. 

3rd Team 

Shepheard Neame Essex League Premier Division 

Played at Chelmer Park 

 

Chelmsford  258-5 

Buckhurst Hill  143-8 

(Match drawn) 

4th Team 

Shepheard Neame Essex League 3rd XI Division One 

Played at Shoebury Park 



Chelmsford  242-7 

Old Southendians 210-8 

(Match drawn) 

5th Team 

Shepheard Neame Essex League 4th XI Division One East 

Played at Chelmer Park 

Chelmsford  237-9 

Belhus   215-7 

(Match drawn) 

An inability to apply pressure denied Chelmsford the chance to push for victory in a game that petered 

out as a draw.  

Chelmsford made a decent start with Rohan Odedra and Tanay Mukherjee passing 50 without loss. 

Mukherjee seemed set for a big score but clipped one straight to a fielder on 30. Harry Page (21) and 

Odedra (54) then continued the good progress with another half century stand before falling in 

successive overs. 

That might have stalled matters but Alex Bailey ensured it did not, dominating a partnership of 90 with 

Jon Tween (22).  Bailey fell for 70 in a very similar fashion to Mukherjee. 

That at least gave some of the young players a chance to bat. Unfortunately they generally made a 

hash of it, being bamboozled by the slow bowling of Randall (4-19) as the innings subsided to 225 for 

nine and closed at 237. 

Rishabh Upadhyay and Ryan Cheverall bowled economical opening spells but could not force a 

breakthrough. The pressure told though as Page effected a run out and change bowler Mukherjee 

struck. 

With the spinners on there was a frustrating period in which fortune was against them but also there 

were too many short deliveries making setting a field difficult. Mukherjee struck again to dismiss Gohil 

(33) who had played well but then Barber came in and hit the ball strongly which also allowed Squires 

to get going.    

A good over was too often followed by a really poor one and the asking rate was reduced to a run a 

ball. When Belhus needed 42 from 8 overs with 7 wickets left, Chelmsford looked in real trouble. 

Fortunately Fergus dismissed both set batsmen in one over, Barber (64) then Squires (53). Belhus's 

lower order were unable to push on and the game ended as a draw, Mukherjee (3-55) and Fergus (3-

28) taking another wicket apiece. 


